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linguistically labeled. In a follow-up study, 3-year-olds, but not
2-year-olds, continued to make this generic inference even if the
word ‘‘doffel” was uttered incidentally and non-referentially in a
context preceding the pedagogical demonstration, thereby simply
marking the opportunity to learn about a culturally important
category. By 3 years of age, then, young children show a remarkable
ability to flexibly combine different sources of culturally relevant
information (e.g., linguistic labeling, pedagogy) to make the kinds
of generic inferences so central in human cultural learning.
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Introduction

How do children leverage the knowledge of others around them to guide their own learning about
the world? Although much of the empirical work has focused on learning from what adults say, chil-
dren also learn a lot from observing what others do. Others’ actions, and in particular the underlying
intentions that guide them, are potentially rich sources of information about the world, supporting
inferences about a person’s visual access, desires, preferences, and possibly even beliefs (Luo &
Baillargeon, 2007; Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Woodward, 1998) as well as facilitating imitative learn-
ing (Williamson & Meltzoff, 2011).

Moreover, recognizing that the goal behind an action is not merely instrumental (for the actor’s
own benefit) but rather social (e.g., for the child’s benefit) may allow for further inferences about
the intended meaning of that communicative act and why an adult is choosing to communicate
this information in this particular context (Csibra, 2010; Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Shafto,
Goodman, & Frank, 2012; Sperber & Wilson, 1996). Specifically, if the child recognizes that a com-
municative act is being done for him or her, this indicates that the communicator has the specific
social goal that the child attend to and learn this information for some particular reason and, thus,
may license a variety of inferences about the relevance, importance, and generalizability of that
information. Recent theoretical and empirical work (for reviews, see Csibra & Shamsudheen,
2015; Gergely & Jacob, 2013) has illustrated that an early sensitivity to this subtle difference,
between an instrumental action and a deliberate and social demonstration, can have powerful con-
sequences for children’s learning. In particular, recognizing actions as deliberate demonstrations
may help children to tackle the classic inductive problem of learning broad general knowledge
from sparse evidence (Goodman, 1965). Thus, this sensitivity may have the power to shape chil-
dren’s conceptualizations of the world. An important next step, then, is to ask how this process
is integrated with other factors that influence children’s inductive inferences and how that integra-
tion may occur over the course of development. In this study, we focused specifically on one factor
that has been shown to play a critical role in children’s early inductive inferences—the use of
linguistic kind labels—and asked specifically how children may come to integrate pedagogical
intent and linguistic labeling to guide their inferences about a novel object kind. Before turning
to our experiments, it is important to briefly review the evidence for how each of these factors
affects inductive inference in order to provide a clear roadmap for the current research.
Sensitivity to pedagogical intent

Preverbal infants are sensitive to cues that indicate whether or not actions are being carried out
communicatively, and this sensitivity affects their encoding and memory for object features (Yoon,
Johnson, & Csibra, 2008), their categorization of novel objects (Futó, Téglás, Csibra, & Gergely, 2010;
Hernik & Csibra, 2015), and their expectations about whether knowledge will be widely shared by
other people (Egyed, Király, & Gergely, 2013). In older children, this distinction has the power to influ-
ence their active inductive inferences—both their judgments about what properties are central and
defining of a category (Butler & Markman, 2014b) and their inferences about and exploration of the
generalizability of novel object properties (Butler & Markman, 2012, 2014a).

Moreover, preschoolers may take an actor’s choice to deliberately demonstrate an object property
as indicating that this is the only function (Bonawitz et al., 2011) or the normatively correct function
(Vredenburgh, Kushnir, & Casasola, 2015) of a particular object. Finally, when children already know
the information being communicated, they use both an actor’s demonstrations and the actor’s delib-
erate omissions of information (when an actor fails to demonstrate what he or she could have) to
make third-party judgments of whether that demonstrator is being informative and helpful
(Gweon, Pelton, Konopka, & Schulz, 2014). Thus, sensitivity to whether or not actions are carried
out with social pedagogical goals has the potential to have major impacts on a variety of aspects of
children’s inductive inference process.
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Kind labels and inductive inferences

Longbefore thisworkonpedagogical cues, decades of literaturehave illustrated the power of linguis-
tic kind labels to shape theway inwhich childrenmake inferences fromnovel information.Most impor-
tant, using a label signals that an individual belongs to a broader kind or category and supports inductive
inferences, especially about nonobvious properties, on the basis of sharedmembership in that category.
By 2 or 3 years of age, children take labels as referring not to loose collections of individuals but rather to
kinds that share andmay be defined by nonobvious properties, and they generalize information learned
about an individual of a labeled kind to other individuals that share that kind membership even when
kind membership conflicts with perceptual similarity (Booth & Waxman, 2002; Gelman, 2003;
Gelman & Coley, 1990; Gelman & Markman, 1986; Markman, 1989). And preschoolers expect novel
objects that share a label to also share invisible internal causal properties.When they learn that an indi-
vidual of a labeled kindhas anovel causal property, theygoon to selectively explore other kindmembers
more when they fail to have that property (Schulz, Standing, & Bonawitz, 2008). More broadly, hearing
labels used generically (e.g., ‘‘birds fly”) allows children to directly learn properties of entire categories
(Gelman, 2004) and to infer that a given property is centrally important to the nature of that category
(Cimpian & Cadena, 2010; Cimpian &Markman, 2009). Taken together, this work suggests that children
use kind labels both to demark the extension of a category (even above and beyond perceptual similar-
ity) and to guide their inferences about the importance and generalizability of novel information about
an individual to the kind as awhole. Given that this process bears a good deal of similarity to the process
bywhichpedagogical demonstration affects children’s inferences about novel properties, it is important
to ask how these processes might interact.

How pedagogical cues and linguistic labeling might interact

Linguistic labeling and pedagogical demonstration could theoretically interact in at least two
different ways. First, labeling might facilitate inductive inference from pedagogical demonstration
simply by clearly demarking the category members and thereby specifying the possible extension
of any demonstrated property. In this scenario, labeling specifies the category over which inductive
inferences ought to be made, thereby allowing pedagogical demonstration of a property to boost its
inferred generalizability or importance to that specific category. Second, linguistic labeling may serve
not only to specify what the category is but also as a cue that a category is culturally relevant, leading
children to be especially attuned to social cues that might indicate whether or not a particular piece of
information is in fact important.

The first of these possibilities is clear; pedagogical cues can boost the strength of children’s infer-
ences only if children know what objects that category includes—a task that labels greatly facilitate.
The second of these possibilities, however, requires more explication. Even children as young as
2 years recognize that conventional labels are applied to kinds that others in a group or culture are
likely to know about (Henderson & Graham, 2005), and recognizing the importance of conventionality
plays a crucial role in word learning (Sabbagh & Henderson, 2007). Thus, hearing a novel linguistic
label indicates the presence of a category that is not merely a collection of individuals but rather a cul-
turally relevant category that members of the speaker’s group are likely to know about. Furthermore,
between 2 and 5 years of age, children come to appreciate the fact that the essential feature that
defines artifact categories (as opposed to natural kinds) is the purpose or function for which it was
designed (German & Johnson, 2002; Kelemen, 1999; Kelemen & Carey, 2007). Even children as young
as 2 or 3 years will extend novel labels on the basis of shared function over and above shared percep-
tual features (Kemler Nelson, 2000; Kemler Nelson, Russell, Duke, & Jones, 2000).

Thus, we know that between 2 and 5 years of age children come to understand that linguistic labels
frequently refer to culturally relevant artifact kinds that are defined by their intended functions and
that other members of their group or culture likely share knowledge about that category. We also
know that children face an inductive problem in reasoning about which possible functions of a novel
artifact category are truly defining and which are not (Bloom, 1996; Dennett, 1989; German &
Johnson, 2002; Matan & Carey, 2001). From prior work on pedagogical demonstration, we also know
that before 2 years of age children understand that pedagogical cues signal information that others are
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likely to share (Egyed et al., 2013) and that by 4 years of age they can use pedagogical cues to help
gauge whether or not a novel function is in fact defining of an artifact category (Butler & Markman,
2014b) or is the normatively ‘‘correct” way in which to use a member of that category
(Vredenburgh et al., 2015). Based on these prior findings, we hypothesized that hearing a linguistic
label for a novel artifact category may lead children to be especially attuned to what object properties
a knowledgeable adult explicitly demonstrates for their benefit and what object properties the adult
chooses not to and that they use this distinction in order to help them solve the inductive problem of
exactly what is important and defining for that category. Specifically, children may constrain their
strong inferences about what is important to the category to only those artifact properties that are
explicitly demonstrated for their benefit.

It is important to note that these two possibilities are not mutually exclusive. Kind labels have the
potential to do both of these things—to demark the extension of the category and to signal the oppor-
tunity to learn what defines a culturally relevant category. The extent to which one or the other role of
labeling comes into play is likely to depend both on the context and on children’s age, as we discuss
more below when we delve into the question of how this interaction between pedagogical cues and
kind labels might change over the course of development.
The question of development

As we turn to the question of development, it is worth first noting that there are at least two some-
what different perspectives on the mechanism underlying the effects of pedagogical demonstration,
possibly due in part to the difference in ages that have been focused on in different studies. One per-
spective, coming primarily from research with infants, is that the sensitivity to cues that someone is
deliberately communicating information is innate and has been selected for in evolution in order to
allow for the cultural transmission of important, often opaque information about the world (Csibra
& Gergely, 2009). On this view, infants have a set of innate capacities and biases that support learning
from others—the capacity to recognize communicative cues, the expectation that those cues are
referential, and a bias to interpret information accompanied by those cues as kind relevant and gen-
eralizable as opposed to idiosyncratic or episodic. Over the course of development, this latter bias may
result in pedagogical demonstrations being treated as a type of ‘‘nonverbal generic” (Csibra &
Shamsudheen, 2015) that adults use to directly teach broad generalizable information about a kind
as a whole by demonstrating information about a single exemplar. Absent clear cues to the contrary,
children may see a pedagogical demonstration as likely conveying generic information about a kind.

Another perspective, growing more out of the research with older children, emphasizes the
importance of social pragmatic reasoning in making inferences from pedagogical demonstration. This
perspective suggests that children recognize communicative or pedagogical cues as signaling the
social goal of conveying information—and that this recognition on the basis of simple perceptual cues
may indeed be innate—but that evaluating the intended meaning of a communicative act involves a
pragmatic inference based on a variety of contextual factors, including individual and shared back-
ground knowledge or common ground as well as statistical evidence (Landrum, Eaves, & Shafto,
2015; Shafto & Goodman, 2008; Shafto, Goodman, & Griffiths, 2014; Shafto et al., 2012). Indeed, there
is some evidence for this. Although pedagogical cues can lead to radical reorganization of children’s
category knowledge, this depends on the type of property being demonstrated; if an adult pedagog-
ically demonstrates a superficial property (e.g., a sticker on the bottom of an object), children do
not take this as an important defining characteristic of this category (Butler & Markman, 2014b).

These perspectives are not mutually exclusive. Rather, their differences may largely be an issue of
perspective and emphasis. The infant evidence, which by and large involves infants far too young to
engage in the type of sophisticated pragmatic reasoning that even preschoolers often struggle with,
is consistent with the proposal of an innate sensitivity to and default interpretation of communicative
cues. The social pragmatic perspective does not conflict with this proposal but rather suggests that
over the course of development this potentially innate sensitivity and interpretation bias necessarily
must be integrated with other cognitive and social cognitive reasoning skills, leading to a more
inferential nuanced learning mechanism later during childhood. Our goal in the current study was
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not to argue for one perspective or the other but rather to take a first step in directly investigating this
integration process during development.

In terms of how this integration specifically with linguistic labeling might change developmentally,
recall that linguistic labeling can theoretically do at least two different things: demark the extension of
a category and cue the opportunity to learn culturally relevant information. This second function
depends on the first; a child first needs to know the category to which information might generalize
before being able to make inductive inferences about that information. In cases where the extension of
the category is not clear, the role of the label in demarking the category may be primary. But in cases
where objects clearly do appear to belong to the same category, the secondary role of the kind label in
signaling cultural relevance might come into play. In terms of development, it may well be that
younger children are more reliant on the kind label even just to demark a kind even given perceptual
similarity. In contrast, older children may more readily and easily form such kind representations,
even absent explicit labeling, leaving open the possibility that they would recognize labels as also
cuing the opportunity to learn important information about a culturally relevant kind.

The current research

In two experiments, we asked how linguistic labeling might affect young children’s use of pedagog-
ical cues to guide their inferences and how this might change over development. Building on prior
work documenting the effect of pedagogical demonstration on inductive inference and exploration
as young as 4 years of age (Butler & Markman, 2012) and possibly younger (Butler & Markman,
2014a), we presented 2- and 3-year-olds with evidence that a novel object was magnetic. This evi-
dence was always perceptually identical but was produced pedagogically, intentionally, or acciden-
tally. As in Butler and Markman (2012) and in earlier work (Baldwin, Markman, & Melartin, 1993;
Gweon, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2010; Schulz et al., 2008), children were then given a set of identical
but nonfunctional objects and their continued exploration of those objects was assessed as an index
of how strongly they generalized that property to the other kind members. Critically, we also varied
whether and how the novel objects were labeled. Children never heard the demonstration object
being directly labeled. In Experiment 1, children either heard or did not hear a novel label (‘‘doffel”)
uttered in an offhand non-ostensive manner prior to the demonstration, and then they either heard
the additional exploration objects referred to by a shared novel label (‘‘doffels”) or simply heard them
referred to as ‘‘more of those.” Experiment 2 sought to further pin down the role of labeling. Children
never heard any of the objects being explicitly labeled but rather either never heard a novel label at all
or heard one only in passing and at the beginning of the experiment.

Based on our discussion above, we had several key predictions about the way in which labels and
pedagogical cuesmight interact to influence children’s inductive inferences in these experiments. First,
wepredicted that thepresenceof a linguistic label andwhetherornot informationaboutanovel object is
pedagogically demonstrated for the children would interact in driving their inferences. Specifically, we
expected that young childrenwould use the distinction between pedagogical and intentional actions in
guiding their inductive generalizations about a novel object property only in the presence of a clear kind
label. Second, we predicted that this effectmight vary depending on the age of the children. Specifically,
we expected that younger children, being reliant on the label even tomake clear the extension of a novel
kind, might show evidence of making strong inductive generalizations only when both pedagogical and
linguistic cues are present. In contrast, older childrenmight have higher default levels of generalization,
regardless of labeling, butwould still show a distinction between pedagogical and intentional actions in
guiding their inferences only in the presence of a label.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants
The participants were 96 2-year-olds (M = 2.52 years, range = 2.45–2.71) and 96 3-year-olds

(M = 3.54 years, range = 3.34–3.83) from a medium-sized German city. Children were randomly
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assigned, 16 per condition (8 male and 8 female), equating for gender and age across conditions.
Children were predominantly White and middle to upper middle class, although a variety of ethnic-
ities and socioeconomic statuses were represented. An additional 22 children participated in the study
but were excluded because of experimenter error (n = 9) or parental interference (n = 11) or because
they were not attending during the demonstration (n = 2).

Materials
The novel objects were four cardboard tubes 3 cm in diameter � 7 cm tall. The active object was

magnetic on one end, whereas the inert objects were not. All were covered with a red decorative cover
with yellow electrical tape covering the magnetic or nonmagnetic end. All four objects were percep-
tually indistinguishable.

Procedure
The procedure was based on that used in Butler and Markman (2012, 2014b), with identical

evidence produced pedagogically, intentionally, or accidentally. All children were tested in German
in a private room in the lab by a trained experimenter. A parent or guardian for each child was present
at all times. English glosses are provided here, but all children were tested in German.

The experimenter first warmed up with the child in a separate room and after approximately
10 min told the child that they could continue their play in another room. On entering the test room,
the table was already set up with age-appropriate toys (plastic cups, rings, and a stacking pole) as well
as a pile of paperclips and the active object. The experimenter asked the child to sit at the table. Then,
the experimenter appeared to ‘‘notice” what was on the table and exclaimed, ‘‘Oh, what’s this? Some-
one left the table messy! That won’t do. They left the cups out, and the rings.” In the label conditions,
the experimenter then said, ‘‘and the doffel too” but did not draw attention to the object. This was the
only time the child heard the novel word until after the demonstration. This cover story served two
purposes. First, it allowed the experimenter (in the label conditions) to expose children to the word
for the novel object in a non-pedagogical manner. Second, it established that the experimenter was
simply cleaning up so that they could eventually continue their previous game, thereby removing
any general expectation of being taught something by the experimenter. This allowed for a clean
manipulation of pedagogical intent in that whatever general pedagogical expectations children might
have about the interaction that could potentially interfere with the effect of the manipulation were
stripped away (see Butler & Markman, 2014a).

While remaining standing, the experimenter then grabbed a bucket from the floor and began clean-
ing up. She put away each distracter object and then picked up the active object. In the pedagogical
condition, she said ‘‘Look!” and then deliberately placed the object on the paperclips, picking it up
with paperclips attached. In the intentional condition, the experimenter carried out the identical action
but never made eye contact or otherwise interacted with the child. In the accidental condition, the
experimenter appeared to accidentally drop the object on the paperclips as she was putting it away,
exclaiming ‘‘Oops!” In all three conditions, she then looked at it and said ‘‘Cool!” and then gave the
child the object to play with, saying ‘‘here.”

The experimenter then brought out the three additional (inert) objects and placed them on the
table. In the label conditions, the experimenter then said, ‘‘Here are some more doffels. You can play
with them too. I need to quickly write something down. Go ahead and play. I’ll be right back.” The
no-label conditions were the same except that the experimenter did not refer to the objects by name,
saying simply, ‘‘Here are some more of those.”

The child was then left alone at the table to play for 90 s. The parent was given a magazine to read
and was instructed not to talk to the child during this period. The experimenter did not interact with
the child during this period other than to say, ‘‘You can go ahead and play; I’ll be right back” if the child
got up to see what she was doing.

Coding and analysis
All sessions were videotaped and coded by a single observer. A second independent observer coded

a random sample of 25% of all sessions for reliability. Both coders were blind to condition. Because our
interest was not in whether children generalized but rather in the strength of children’s inductive
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generalizations in the face of counterevidence (see Butler & Markman, 2012), our key dependent mea-
sure was the number of attempts children made to elicit the novel property from the inert objects. The
logic of this measure is that children’s exploratory behavior, especially in the face of potentially
surprising evidence (e.g., that an object fails to have an expected property), provides a window into
their conceptualization of this object kind (see also Baldwin et al., 1993; Gweon et al., 2010; Schulz
et al., 2008). This gives us an index of how resistant children’s inferences were to counterevidence
because it measures precisely how many individual pieces of negative evidence were required on
average before children abandoned their generalization (see Butler & Markman, 2012). An attempt
was coded as any intentional action done to pick up paperclips, including both placing the novel object
on the paperclips and placing a paperclip on the object. Reliability for this measure was very good,
with Cronbach’s a = .86.

We also coded where children were looking during the key action that produced the evidence
(defined as the time from when the adult first picked up the novel object to when she gave it to
the children after picking up paperclips with it). Children were coded as ‘‘attentive” if they were look-
ing either at the object or at the experimenter during this time. All but 2 children attended during this
time, and these children were not included in the final analysis. This ensured that all children saw the
key action that produced the novel property.

We first used both visual inspection and Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Levene’s tests to confirm that
the dependent measure (mean number of attempts with the inert objects) satisfied the criteria for
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Having confirmed this, we then analyzed children’s exploration across
the entire sample using a 3 (Condition) � 2 (Label) � 2 (Age Group) ANOVA, with mean attempts to
elicit the property from the inert objects as the dependent variable. To protect against the issues
involved with multiple comparison, we first compared this full model with a null model including only
the intercept using a likelihood ratio test, and this comparison was highly significant (p < .001). This
has been shown to be an effective way of keeping Type I error rates low while still allowing for later
planned post hoc comparisons (Forstmeier & Schielzeth, 2011). In the full model, the key prediction
was that there would be a Condition � Label interaction, with children using the distinction between
pedagogical and intentional actions in guiding their inferences when there was a label but not without
a label. Thus, we specifically tested for this Condition � Label interaction in the analysis. We then
followed up this analysis with planned pairwise comparisons between conditions within each of
the four cells of this design, based on predictions from prior work (Butler & Markman, 2012, 2014a).1

Results

The overall analysis revealed significant main effects of both condition, F(2,180) = 25.5, p < .001,
partial g2 = .221, and age group, F(1,180) = 18.7, p < .001, partial g2 = .094, and a significant Condi-
tion � Label interaction, F(2,180) = 4.20, p = .017, partial g2 = .045. These results were clear (see
Fig. 1). As predicted, pedagogical demonstration and labeling significantly interacted. When the novel
category was referred to by a shared novel label, children at both ages made significantly stronger
inferences about the novel property when it had been pedagogically demonstrated for their benefit,
even compared with seeing the identical action produce the function in an instrumental but non-
communicative manner. In contrast, children showed no such difference when the category was not
labeled.

Our follow-up planned pairwise comparisons within each cell of the design confirm this picture. At
both age groups, children used pedagogical cues to guide the strength of their generalizations only
when the category they were learning about had been referred to using a shared kind label.

Two-year-olds with label
Consistent with previous findings with older children, we found that 2-year-olds required signifi-

cantly more evidence to discard their original generalization about a labeled object category when the
1 We also conducted these pairwise comparisons using the false discovery rate procedure to adjust p-values. All significant
comparisons remained significant using this approach, which has been shown to be less over-conservative than standard
Bonferroni corrections (Benjamini, 2010; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; Shaffer, 1995). We report the original p-values.



Fig. 1. Children’s persistent attempts to elicit the novel property from the inert objects across condition, label group, and age
group in Experiment 1. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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property was demonstrated pedagogically for their benefit. They made significantly more attempts to
elicit the property from the inert objects in the pedagogical condition (M = 8.50, SD = 7.16) than in
either the intentional condition (M = 2.06, SD = 2.41), t(30) = 3.41, p = .002, d = 1.21, or the accidental
condition (M = 0.38, SD = 0.81), t(30) = 4.51, p < .001, d = 1.59. They also made significantly more
attempts in the intentional condition than in the accidental condition, t(30) = 2.66, p = .012, d = 0.934.

Two-year-olds with no label
When the novel category was not labeled, children showed a very different pattern. Without a

label, 2-year-olds made a comparable number of attempts to elicit the property from the inert objects
regardless of whether the property was produced pedagogically (M = 4.00, SD = 4.26) or intentionally
(M = 2.75, SD = 3.64), t(30) = 0.89, p = .379, d = 0.315. They made significantly more attempts in the
pedagogical condition than in the accidental condition (M = 0.88, SD = 1.59), t(30) = 2.75, p = .010,
d = 0.970, and made marginally more attempts in the intentional condition than in the accidental
condition, t(30) = 1.88, p = .069, d = 0.666.

Three-year-olds with label
Three-year-olds also required significantly more evidence to discard their original generalization

about a labeled object category when the property was demonstrated pedagogically for their benefit.
They made significantly more attempts to elicit the property from the inert objects in the pedagogical
condition (M = 9.06, SD = 4.34) than in either the intentional condition (M = 4.13, SD = 4.84), t(30)
= 3.04, p = .005, d = 1.07, or the accidental condition (M = 3.00, SD = 3.06), t(30) = 4.57, p < .001,
d = 1.61. There was no difference between the intentional and accidental conditions, t(30) = 0.79,
p = .438, d = 0.279.

Three-year-olds with no label
This pattern did not hold with children for whom the novel object category was not labeled.

Without a label, 3-year-olds made a comparable number of attempts to elicit the property from the
inert objects regardless of whether the property was produced pedagogically (M = 8.44, SD = 5.41)
or intentionally (M = 7.31, SD = 6.69), t(30) = 0.52, p = .605, d = 0.186. They made significantly more
attempts in the pedagogical condition than in the accidental condition (M = 3.38, SD = 4.77), Welch’s
t(30) = 2.81, p = .009, d = 0.992, and made marginally more attempts in the intentional condition than
in the accidental condition, t(30) = 1.92, p = .065, d = 0.676.
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Discussion

As we predicted, 2- and 3-year-olds used both linguistic cues to category membership and commu-
nicative cues to pedagogical intent to guide their reasoning about whether novel information about an
individual was truly important generalizable knowledge about a category—a critical task in conceptual
development. Only when they heard the novel category referred to by a shared label did children use
pedagogical cues to make strong inferences about the generalizability of the demonstrated function.
Otherwise, children made equally strong inferences regardless of whether that function was demon-
strated pedagogically or merely used in an instrumental intentional manner. Thus, this experiment
provides initial evidence that the extent to which pedagogical cues influence children’s inductive
inferences about kinds interacts meaningfully with another key factor that we know influences those
inferences—whether or not an individual is linguistically labeled as a member of a kind.

However, the way in which labels affect this process is not yet clear. As discussed previously, labels
could influence this process in at least two possible ways. One is that labeling defines the scope of the
category. That is, without knowing that the objects belong to the same kind, the pedagogical demon-
stration may have limited effect on children’s inferences about generalizability because it is unclear to
children what that generalization ought to apply to. On the other hand, having a label clearly demark
the kind allows for pedagogical demonstration to strengthen children’s inferences about that kind.
Another way in which labels could influence this process is by signaling to children that there is an
opportunity to learn important information about a culturally relevant kind, thereby leading them
to be particularly sensitive to whether or not evidence is demonstrated for their benefit in making
inferences about that evidence.

The first way in which labels could influence children’s use of pedagogical cues to guide their
inferences—by defining the extension of the category—seems to be particularly consistent with what
the 2-year-olds did in this experiment. Here, 2-year-olds made strong generalizations, exploring more
when the inert objects failed to exhibit the novel property, only when both a linguistic label and a
pedagogical demonstration were present. In the no-label version, they made relatively weak infer-
ences even in the pedagogical condition, suggesting that they needed the label to define the category
before they could use the pedagogical cue to gauge the novel property’s generalizability. However, this
does not seem to fit with the 3-year-olds’ behavior. In the no-label version, 3-year-olds made
relatively strong generalizations, exploring the inert objects more, in both the intentional and
pedagogical conditions.

Rather, it appears that for 3-year-olds the relatively high levels of generalization seen in the
no-label intentional condition might reflect more of a baseline level of generalization. Indeed, this
is consistent with research showing young children’s default tendencies to generalize, and in some
cases over-generalize, information about individuals to categorize (Sutherland, Cimpian, Leslie, &
Gelman, 2015). In this case, it seems that the effect is one in which having a label leads children to
constrain their inferences from an intentional (and non-pedagogical) action. Why might this be? As
we discussed in the Introduction, given that children have heard a novel kind label, they know that
there is a culturally relevant kind (in particular an artifact kind given the objects present) about which
they now have the opportunity to learn. Furthermore, they are faced with the inductive problem of
learning what properties are defining for that novel artifact category. Given that children can use ped-
agogical cues to guide this type of reasoning (Butler & Markman, 2014b), they may be particularly
attuned to what the adult chooses to demonstrate and what the adult chooses not to demonstrate.
This makes the adult’s failure to remark on the novel object’s potentially interesting property relevant.
Children might reason along the lines of the following: ‘‘That seems like an interesting property, but it
may not be a particularly important property of doffels or she probably would have mentioned some-
thing.” Thus, when children see that the additional doffels do not share that property, they can infer
that the experimenter likely did not point out that property explicitly because it is not something that
is important or generalizable to that novel kind. It is important to note here that we are not speaking
of ‘‘obligation” to teach; rather, given that children know that there is a potentially culturally relevant
kind to be learned about, the adult’s manner of interacting with an exemplar of that kind is informa-
tive—both what the adult does and what the adult chooses not to do. Indeed, there are several exam-
ples of children using such logic in the literature, including making scalar implicatures (in the classic
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case inferring that ‘‘She could have said all, but she said some, so she must not mean all”), inferring
possible causal functions (in Bonawitz et al., 2011, inferring that ‘‘She could have shown me more
things about the toy, but she didn’t, so that must be all that is important”), and the ‘‘nominal pass-
over effect in language” (in Merriman, Marazita, Lorna, Evey-Burkey, & Biggins, 1995, inferring that
‘‘She could have labeled that one a blicket too, but she didn’t, so it must not be one”).

This explanation—that 2-year-olds required the label to define the extension of the category and,
thus, open the door to the influence of pedagogical cues, whereas the label instead served to constrain
3-year-olds’ inferences in the case of a deliberately non-pedagogical action—is consistent with the
current results. However, because children in the label version heard the novel label both before
the demonstration, when it was not directly applied to any particular objects, and after the demon-
stration, when it was used to refer to the three exploration objects, the results of Experiment 1 could
potentially support either interpretation. It remains possible that the label primarily served to demark
the category even for the 3-year-olds because it was specifically applied to the inert objects prior to
the explanation period. This seems unlikely because this account ought to predict a main effect in
which labeling strengthens generalizations across all conditions, with a potential additional boost
from pedagogical demonstration, whereas the current experiment found no main effect of label but
rather an interaction. To test these two alternatives more directly, in Experiment 2 we eliminated
the direct labeling of the additional inert objects. Instead, children simply heard the novel label only
at the outset of the procedure when the experimenter remarked on what was on the table, and it was
never directly paired with any of the novel objects. If children are relying on the label to demark the
extension of the category, they should fail to show any difference between the pedagogical and inten-
tional conditions in this new labeling version. In contrast, if children are not relying on the label to
demark the extension of the category but are instead using the label as a general cue to the opportu-
nity to learn about a culturally relevant category, simply hearing the label at the outset of the study
should be sufficient for them to now distinguish between the pedagogical and intentional conditions
in this case.
Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, the presence of a label affected whether and how the manner of demonstration
affected children’s inductive inferences about and exploration of a novel property. But because
children heard a novel label both before the demonstration and after, right before the exploration per-
iod, this leaves open the possibility that the effect of the label was not, as we claim, to signal the
opportunity to learn culturally relevant information but rather simply to boost learning from pedagog-
ical demonstration by demarking the category. Either account could be supported by the results of
Experiment 1. In addition, the results pointed toward a possible developmental difference in terms
of the nature of this effect. Two-year-olds in Experiment 1 made strong inferences only when both
labels and pedagogical cues were present, suggesting that they may well be simply relying on labeling
to demark the extension of the novel category. In contrast, 3-year-olds in the no-label versions made
relatively strong inferences in both the pedagogical and intentional conditions, and they constrained
their inferences from intentional but non-pedagogical action only when they had heard a label applied
to the novel objects. As we have explained previously, this pattern is more consistent with our account
of labeling acting as a cue to cultural relevance, thereby influencing whether or not children view the
experimenter’s choice of what to demonstrate and what not to demonstrate as relevant to their infer-
ence process.

In Experiment 2, children heard a novel label but only at the very beginning of the procedure, well
before the demonstration, and in a non-ostensive manner that did not draw any attention to the novel
object. If children still show stronger inferences in the pedagogical condition, this suggests that the
pedagogical cues highlight the opportunity to learn culturally relevant information, thereby leading
children to make different inferences given pedagogical demonstration or intentional action. In con-
trast, if children do not show stronger inference in the pedagogical condition when the label comes
only at the beginning of the study, for those children labeling may simply demark the category,
facilitating generalization and opening the door for stronger inferences on the basis of pedagogical
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actions. Based on the pattern of inference and exploration in Experiment 1, we predicted that 3-year-
olds, but not 2-year-olds, would show the pedagogical and intentional effects in this version of the
labeling procedure. This would suggest that although labels influence the role of pedagogical demon-
stration in children’s inductive inferences at both ages, the nature of this effect changes with
development.

Method

Participants
The participants were an additional 32 2-year-olds (M = 2.49 years, range = 2.43–2.46) and 32

3-year-olds (M = 3.49 years, range = 3.38–3.61) from a medium-sized German city. Children were
randomly assigned, 16 per condition (8 male and 8 female), equating for gender and age across
conditions. Children were predominantly White and middle to upper middle class, although a variety
of ethnicities and socioeconomic statuses were represented. An additional 11 children participated in
the study but were excluded because of experimenter error (n = 5), parental interference (n = 5), or
video malfunction (n = 1).

Materials
The materials were identical to those used in Experiment 1.

Procedure
Children were tested in either the pedagogical or intentional condition in a new label version. This

procedure was identical to the label version used in Experiment 1 with one exception. When the
experimenter brought out the additional objects for the child to play with, she said, ‘‘Here are some
more of those,” as she had done in the no-label version of Experiment 1. This was done so that children
never heard the novel label directly associated with or applied to the novel objects themselves. The
only time children heard the label was at the beginning of the experiment when the experimenter
was saying that the table was a mess and that someone else must have left their toys out. Attention
was never drawn to the novel object during this phase of the experiment.

Coding and analysis
As in Experiment 1, all sessions were videotaped and coded by a single observer. A second indepen-

dent observer coded a random sample of 25% of all sessions for reliability. Both coders were blind to
condition. Our key dependent measure was the number of attempts children made to elicit the novel
property from the inert objects. Reliability for this measure was again very good, with Cronbach’s
a = .83. As in Experiment 1, we also coded where children were looking during the key action that
produced the evidence. All children attended during this time, ensuring that they saw the key action
that produced the novel property. As in Experiment 1, we first used both visual inspection and
Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Levene’s tests to confirm that the dependent measure (mean number of
attempts with the inert objects) satisfied the criteria for ANOVA. Having confirmed this, we then ana-
lyzed children’s exploration across the entire sample using a 2 (Condition) � 2 (Age Group) ANOVA,
with mean attempts to elicit the property from the inert objects as the dependent variable. To protect
against the issues involved with multiple comparison, we first compared this full model with a null
model including only the intercept using a likelihood ratio test, and this comparison was again highly
significant (p < .001). As discussed above, this has been shown to be an effective way of keeping Type I
error rates low while still allowing for later planned post hoc comparisons (Forstmeier & Schielzeth,
2011). Given our a priori hypotheses based on Experiment 1, we then followed up this analysis with
planned pairwise comparisons within each age group using independent-samples t-tests.

Results

The ANOVA revealed a significant effect of condition, F(1,60) = 17.4, p < .001, partial g2 = .221, and a
significant Condition� Age Group interaction, F(1,60) = 7.20, p = .009, partial g2 = .107. As predicted,
3-year-olds showed the same effect of pedagogical demonstration as shown previously despite
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hearing the label produced non-ostensively only at the very beginning of the study, disconnected from
the demonstration events and not referentially directed toward the novel object (see Fig. 2).
Three-year-olds made significantly more attempts to elicit the property from the inert objects in
the pedagogical condition (M = 8.75, SD = 5.80) than in the Intentional condition (M = 1.83,
SD = 3.17), t(30) = 4.33, p < .001, d = 1.48. In contrast, 2-year-olds did not show this effect, attempting
to elicit the property from the inert objects in the pedagogical condition (M = 4.13, SD = 3.81) at levels
that did not differ significantly from those in the intentional condition (M = 2.63, SD = 3.16), t(30)
= 1.21, p = .235, d = 0.428.
Discussion

As predicted,, 2-year-olds failed to show a clear effect of pedagogical demonstration when the label
was heard only at the outset of the experiment and not specifically applied to the novel objects. This
suggests that for 2-year-olds the effect of labeling is primarily to demark the extension of the category,
which then opens the door to pedagogical demonstration boosting their inductive inferences. Without
this clear labeling, they do not make strong inductive generalizations even given clear pedagogical
cues. In contrast, 3-year-olds made stronger generalizations on the basis of pedagogical demonstra-
tion than on the basis of identical but non-pedagogical intentional action even when they simply
heard a label disconnected from its referent. This supports the idea that for them the label signaled
the opportunity to learn something important about a culturally relevant category, thereby leading
them to attend to whether or not evidence was demonstrated for their benefit in making inferences
about that evidence.
General discussion

Taken together, these two experiments shed further light on the nuanced way in which pedagogical
cues affect young children’s inductive inferences and exploration. At both ages, children integrated
pedagogical and linguistic cues in making inductive inferences about novel object properties. Only
when a label was present did children use the distinction between pedagogical and intentional actions
to guide their inferences about the generalizability of a novel property. This is an important contribu-
tion to our understanding of how subtle social cues affect children’s inductive inferences because it
begins to illustrate the way in which possibly innate sensitivity to intentional communication and
demonstration is built on and integrated with other important factors that children use to guide their
learning.

The current results also point toward a potentially intriguing developmental difference. In Exper-
iment 1, children at both ages distinguished between pedagogical and instrumental actions only in
guiding their inferences about a previously labeled category. But the nature of this effect was quite
different for the two age groups. Consistent with previous evidence (e.g., Gelman & Coley, 1990),
2-year-olds’ inferences were relatively weak in both the intentional and pedagogical conditions when
the category had not been labeled. Adding a shared label greatly strengthened their inferences in the
pedagogical condition but did not appear to boost the strength of their inferences in the other two
conditions. In contrast, in the no-label version, 3-year-olds’ inferences were relatively strong in the
pedagogical and intentional conditions, whereas these children appeared to attenuate their inferences
in the intentional condition of the label version, suggesting that the mechanism underlying this effect
may well differ across the age groups. The results of Experiment 2 clarify this developmental differ-
ence. Two-year-olds appear to rely on linguistic labels to demark the extension of a novel category,
and they are able to use pedagogical cues to make stronger inferences about a novel object property
and its generalizability to the novel category only when they have heard a label applied to the mem-
bers of that category. In contrast, 3-year-olds appear to be doing something different. In the absence of
any label, they readily generalize novel object properties to perceptually similar objects regardless of
whether or not that property was explicitly demonstrated for their benefit. But when a label is present,
even if it was not specifically applied to the members of the novel category, they make inferences
based on whether or not a novel property was explicitly demonstrated for them and constrain those



Fig. 2. Children’s persistent attempts to elicit the novel property from the inert objects across condition, label group, and age
group in Experiment 2. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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inferences when an experimenter chose not to explicitly demonstrate a potentially interesting object
property.

More broadly, this pattern of results provides initial evidence for a developing flexibility in young
children’s use of pedagogical cues. Attending to pedagogical cues and using them to guide inductive
inference may be a key learning mechanism for evaluating novel information. But such a learning
mechanism can be central to children’s learning only insofar as children apply it selectively and
flexibly. Although parents can deliberately communicate information to help children learn general
knowledge about the world, this capacity would undoubtedly lead children astray if they applied it
to all communicative interactions. Rather, children must integrate their sensitivity to such cues with
their broader understanding of how communication and pragmatics function in social interactions. A
key theoretical question then, is whether children can use their pragmatic understanding to lead them
to selectively make different inductive inferences on the basis of the same pedagogical demonstration.
That is, can they flexibly and selectively learn from pedagogy? The current results suggest that they
can, at least by 3 years of age, using the presence or absence of a shared kind label to modulate their
use of pedagogical cues in making inductive inferences.

These results suggest that by 3 years of age, children are judiciously using pedagogical cues to
guide inferences specifically about culturally relevant information. The logic here is that, faced with
the problem of learning what defines a culturally relevant artifact category, children might be espe-
cially attuned to what an adult chooses to demonstrate about that category and what they choose
not to demonstrate. Indeed, this is consistent with previous research illustrating the sophistication
of children’s understanding and inferences about teaching and teachers (Bonawitz et al., 2011;
Gweon et al., 2014; Landrum et al., 2015; Shafto & Goodman, 2008) as well as more broadly with evi-
dence on children’s pragmatic reasoning in other domains (Merriman et al, 1995). In the current study,
3-year-olds may take the experimenter’s deliberate choice not to teach potentially relevant informa-
tion (as in the intentional condition) as evidence of that information’s lack of importance in terms of
assessing the essential defining properties of the novel artifact category. The results of the current
experiments support this account and suggest the way in which labeling and pedagogical cues interact
to guide children’s inductive inference changes between 2 and 3 years of age. However, further follow-
up research is necessary in order to explore in more depth the exact nature of this effect with 3-year-
olds as well as to explore whether and how it affects older children’s inductive inferences.

These results shed important new light on children’s social learning. They illustrate that children’s
social learning is driven by an active nuanced integration of multiple sources of information in order to
capitalize on what others know about the world. Thus, children have a powerful tool at their disposal
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for guiding their learning about the world, and they employ that tool flexibly in the service of smart
selective social learning. There are several important future directions that this work opens up. First,
how is this specific capacity—to use pedagogical cues to guide inductive inference—more broadly inte-
grated with children’s developing social understanding and sociopragmatic competence? Here, we
have investigated just one contextual manipulation—a label that cues potential cultural relevance.
How might this effect interact with other aspects of social cognitive development such as more
sophisticated understanding of communicative alternatives (e.g., what a communicator could have
said or done but did not; Barner, Brooks, & Bale, 2011), understanding of the importance of who is
doing the teaching and what that person’s prior knowledge is (Landrum et al., 2015; Shafto &
Goodman, 2008), and developing understanding of how one needs to select evidence in order to
accomplish various pedagogical goals (Rhodes, Bonawitz, Shafto, Chen, & Caglar, 2015)? Second,
how does this social learning process play out in children’s actual development across various social
contexts? Children’s environments vary tremendously on numerous dimensions, many of which are
likely to affect and interact with this social learning process. Investigating the functioning of this
learning mechanism and seeing when and how it impacts children’s conceptual development across
childhood and in different areas of learning present exciting avenues for research in many directions.
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